Neural Machine Translation (NMT) in low-resource settings and of morphologically rich languages is made difficult in part by data sparsity of vocabulary words. Several methods have been used to help reduce this sparsity, notably BytePair Encoding (BPE) and a character-based CNN layer (char-CNN). However, the charCNN has largely been neglected, possibly because it has only been compared to BPE rather than combined with it. We argue for a reconsideration of the charCNN, based on cross-lingual improvements on lowresource data. We translate from 8 languages into English, using a multi-way parallel collection of TED transcripts. We find that in most cases, using both BPE and a charCNN performs best, while in Hebrew, using a charCNN over words is best.
Introduction
For efficiency reasons, standard neural machine translation models require a fixed vocabulary size, where rare words are treated as out-of-vocabulary. Even when it is possible to use the whole vocabulary, rare word embeddings are infrequently updated. To alleviate this sparsity problem, Byte-Pair Encoding [1] maps the vocabulary to subword units. This has been shown to improve translations of names, foreign words, and morphologically complex words, and has become standard practice [2] .
Meanwhile, incorporating a character-based convolutional neural network (CNN) layer into the encoder [3, 4] has also shown improvements in BLEU over standard sequence-tosequence models. It alleviates sparsity on the source side by building word representations from characters.
While other morphological practices have been suggested, BPE and charCNN are simple ways of managing morphological complexity. However, it is unclear to what extent their strengths are complementary, how they might interact, and where future efforts would best be directed.
We perform an empirical analysis across 8 languages, using a multi-way parallel test set from TED Talks. Our results indicate that a charCNN is consistently part of the best solution for handling source morphology in this setting. It is usually best to use both BPE and a charCNN. However, BPE only marginally helps Arabic and harms Hebrew. This reinforces the argument for considering typology in natural language processing [5] .
In addition to our analytical and empirical contributions, we provide an implementation of charCNN in OpenNMTpy. Byte-Pair Encoding [1] uses an information theoretic algorithm from [6] . It initializes a symbol vocabulary to characters, then iteratively merges frequent symbol pairs, not allowing merges across word boundaries. The number of "merge operations" is the number of iterations in this algorithm. BPE has become standard practice and has been promoted as a technique for stronger baselines in NMT [2] . Note that while our analysis is focused on the source side, BPE also reduces the vocabulary on the target side.
Character-Based CNN.
[3] introduced a language model that builds input word representations with a CNN architecture over characters. They run a convolutional layer over concatenated character embeddings, with max-pooling-over-time and a highway network, to form input word representations, which are then fed into an LSTM to make word-level predictions. [4] incorporated this model into the NMT encoder and achieved improvements over standard seq2seq models. The charCNN layer is built for input to an RNN, so it is not as useful in the decoder [7] . Nevertheless, it can handle source-side morphology, which is the focus here.
Conceptual Comparison.
BPE and charCNN approach sparsity reduction from different directions. By segmenting based on frequency, BPE keeps frequent words intact and is able to learn embeddings for subword pieces that might be useful. In addition, an attention mechanism can attend to any of these subword pieces. Meanwhile, the charCNN can learn which subword patterns are useful jointly with the model. Thus, we might expect Figure 1 : Four of the different external processing (word or bpe) and model configuration (tok or char) combinations we examine in this work. these approaches to be complementary, and the experiments support this hypothesis.
Experiments
We illustrate the main cross-section of models and source processing we are comparing in Figure 1 Target is English (en).
As our dataset, we select 8 different source languages based on typological diversity from a multi-way parallel collection of TED talk transcripts. 2 We setup 8 independent translation tasks with English as the target. Training data statistics for each task are in Table 1 . For all languages, the 2k sentence dev and test sets are multi-way parallel: this facilitates cross-linguistic comparisons on the resulting translations.
External Processing
We experiment with 3 different types of sub-word processing. All versions begin with normalized and tokenized text. 3 Then, we experiment with no additional processing (word), Byte-Pair Encoding on the concatenation of source and target text (bpe), and for the sake of morphological analysis rather than a proposed alternative method, stemmed source text (stem) 4 . Our analysis uses 30k merge operations for BPE, though we also ran experiments with 100k merge operations and found performance was worse across the board. To compare morphological behavior, we do not truncate the source vocabulary.
Model Hyper-Parameters
We experiment with 2 different model variants, a standard seq2seq model at the token level (tok) and a model extended to have a charCNN layer (char). For both models, we use the default in OpenNMT-py of a bi-directional LSTM encoder-decoder model with the global, input-feeding, dotproduct attention mechanism from [8] . The hidden layer size is 1024, the batch size is 80, and the model was trained for 20 epochs with Adadelta [9] , a dropout rate of 0.2, and a learning rate of 1.0. We use word-level prediction accuracy for model selection.
For the charCNN, we experimented with multiple kernel widths and found no improvement over using a kernel width of 6 for all 1000 convolutional kernels. 5 We used a maximum word length of 35 characters, and max-pooling and 2 highway layers as in [4] .
Results
In Table 2 , we present the BLEU scores for all combinations of external processing and models. The general improvements of bpe+char over word+char and bpe+tok indicate that character modeling and BPE sub-units are complementary. We also see that the charCNN is consistently part of the best solution for handling source morphology, while this is not always the case for BPE. In particular, for Semitic languages, bpe+char is only marginally better than word+char in Arabic and substantially worse in Hebrew. 6 By stemming source words, we can also observe to what extent our models are utilizing source inflectional morphology. Stemming generally hurts performance, indicating that our models are likely utilizing inflectional morphology to some extent. stemmed case. We show the improvements over token-level seq2seq in Table 3 with some statistics on the behavior of the stemmers for each language. In Hungarian, charCNN improves 3.97 BLEU over words and only 0.96 BLEU over stemmed text. This might imply that the charCNN is helping by improving representations of morphologically complex words, which it can no longer do in the stemmed case.
The strong performance of the charCNN is contrary to the charCNN's dismissal as not achieving competitive results. This disconnect may be due to the absence of its implementation in the most up-to-date standard toolkits, or perhaps due to comparisons with highly-tuned BPE rather than combination with BPE. An additional misconception about the charCNN is that working with characters must be incredibly slow. However, our charCNN was only 10% slower to train on GPU. It did consume more memory, but in particular for low-resource datasets such as this, it is not problematic.
Qualitative Analysis
It is difficult to know exactly what charCNNs are improving upon looking only at BLEU scores. To this end, we provide a more detailed analysis here.
Translation of Various Parts of Speech
To get a sense for what English words are translated better when a charCNN is added on top of BPE, over just BPE, we use a POS tagger on the reference and calculate recall for classes of POS tags. We provide the increase in recall in Table 4 . We see that personal pronouns, nouns, verbs, and adjectives see more improvement. These POS tags are often captured by inflectional morphology in other languages, indicating that the charCNN is capturing this morphology better than BPE alone. Meanwhile, recall of prepositions and determiners doesn't improve as much, and recall of determiners actually goes down slightly in many cases. Hungarian, a highly agglutinative language, shows the strongest differences in recall.
Translation of OOV words
We manually check translations of OOV words in the first 100 sentences of the test data for Arabic and Hebrew. While this is a small sample size, the character models get OOVs more frequently. For example, in Arabic, the OOV almtTwEp, the word for "the volunteer," gets translated correctly across all character systems and incorrectly across all tokenlevel systems. It seems likely that this is because the verb for "volunteer" is a substring of this, tTwE and occurs in the training data. In Hebrew, the OOV lmiliSnivt, the word for "to milliseconds," gets translated correctly across character systems and incorrectly across token-level systems. Here, BPE breaks it up as lmi@@ li@@ Snivt, which separates the common word "seconds" out as the last word. However, this is not enough for the BPE token level system to get the word. It could be that the character-awareness here helps in particular with the transliteration of the English prefix "milli-," which occurs consistently in other similar measure words in Hebrew.
Semitic BPE Segmentations
BPE is least helpful for Arabic and actually harmful for Hebrew. Manually inspecting the source-side Hebrew test data, we see that some breaks are between morphemes, as in l@@ rvfah, "to a doctor," where l is a prefix meaning "to." At other Table 5 : Example German translation outputs for which bpe+char performs best.
times, breaks occur at bad locations, such as in the middle of mk@@ ndh, "from Canada," causing it to no longer be able to produce the word Canada (where the word+tok system does). We observed a similar bad break in Arabic, alkn@@ dywn, "the Canadians," where it breaks in the middle and can no longer translate it. One explanation for why these errors are more common in these languages is that they have "impure abjad" alphabets, meaning they do not standardly encode short vowels. This ties in with their templatic morphology, which builds words off of a core consonantal root. In these examples where the sequence of characters for "Canada" gets broken up, there is less identifying information left about the word than there would be in other languages (just the consonants).
When does BPE+CharCNN do best?
To understand further why the combination of BPE and Char-CNN proves useful, we look at sentences where bpe+char outperformed the other systems in the German-English translations. We find an interesting phenomenon, which we provide examples of in Table 5 . In these instances, there is a compound word, which gets broken up by BPE. With bpe+tok, the second word in the compound gets correctly translated, while the first (which has @@ symbols attached as part of BPE), does not. CharCNNs seem to help resolve this issue. As for word+char, in the second example, we see evidence of modeling some of the word's spelling-the first part of the compound, selbst-, is also in the German word for "suicide," selbstmord, which it is falsely translated as. It seems that in cases like this with long compound words, neither BPE nor charCNN alone is enough to model the morphology. However, it is also possible that some of the gains associated with the character model are less interpretable. It is unclear how it affects optimization of the system as a whole, and this would be good to look into in future work.
Related Work
A few papers have worked with the charCNN and analyzed its performance. [7] show that the hidden states of the char-CNN can classify morphology better than standard seq2seq models at the word level. [10] show that charCNNs are sensitive to various types of noise. Our analysis complements this line of work, supporting the conclusion that the char-CNN is learning morphology better than standard seq2seq models and explores additionally how its strengths interact with BPE.
Conclusion
There is compelling evidence that the charCNN improves translation of morphology in ways that are complementary to BPE. The architecture is not slow like an RNN over characters would be, and there is no reason the charCNN cannot be combined with other encoder-decoder architectures. Thus, we recommend the use of charCNN for stronger source-side morphological baselines in low-resource settings. Additionally, it seems there is some morphology that BPE helps to capture in non-Semitic languages. Thus, future work should investigate alternatives to BPE for Semitic languages. Finally, all of this work focuses on the encoder, where the char-CNN has seen gains. Additional future work should look into similar approaches for the decoder.
